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In this paper we continue a study initiated in [3, 41. We develop a frame- 
work for the existence question in nonlinear L, approximations. This frame- 
work allows us to treat the existence problem for many important families 
and to handle the difficult situation where the nonlinear parameters are 
unbounded. 
The original work in this area was done by Hobby and Rice [5]. The 
problem can be stated in the following way: A function y(t, X) from T x [0, l] 
to the reals is given where T is a subset of (-co, co). For a fixed positive 
integer N, consider the family 
F = f(x) = f ag(t< , x) : a, real; ti E T 
i=l 
and its uniform closure F. For g E L,[O, l] (1 < p < co) we seek a best 
approximation to g from fr; that is, a f EF is sought such that 
Distance(g,F)=jlg-ffll. 
It shall be demonstrated that under appropriate hypotheses best approxima- 
tions do exist. 
A substantial portion of the motivation for this paper came from the L, 
problem where weak limits in general do not exist. In this connection one 
should note Lemmas 2 and 3. 
* Supported in part by N.S.F. Grant GP-9384. 
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BASIC RESULTS 
The following assumptions are made on the function y(t, x): 
(1) (S/W) y(t, X) t y(j)(t, X) is continuous for (t, X) E T x [0, I] and 
O<j<N- 1. 
(2) Any Nf uric ions taken from the collection t’ 
{F!‘(x) = y(j)(t, x) : t E T; 0 < j < N - 1) 
are linearly independent. 
(3) If a sequence 
in F, where for each i, (tiv} has no limit points in T, is bounded in the L, 
norm then there is a subsequence and a sequence of closed sets { VJ where 
V, C V,,, C [0, I] and UK V, differs from [0, l] by a set of measure zero so 
that anf(x) exists with the properties: 
(a) On each Vk the subsequence converges in the uniform norm to f, 
(b) {f+g :cv’&-mK~~ 
(4 f+O*.f$Gv. 
Here 1 < m < N and for 1 < k < N, 
lJ mi 
G = c 1 aijy(j)(ti , x) : i (mi + 1) < k; ti E T . 
I .&I j=(# i=l I 
It should be noted that from the theory of finite differences [3], it follows 
that GN CF. 
Lemma 1 was proved in [6]. 
LEMMA 1. Let 
I 
h(x) = i %Y&l 2 4 
d=l 
be a bounded sequence in the L, norm where k < N. Further, assume t, # tjy 
for i #j and lim, ti, = TV T (i = l,..., k). Then a subsequence an be found 
which converges in the uniform norm to a function of the form 
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LEMMA 2. Let {f,,} C F be bounded in the L, norm. Then un f E F and a 
sequence of closed sets {V,} can be found so that the following is valid: 
(a) V, C V,,, C [0, I] and Uk V, dijfus from [0, l] on a set of measure 
zero. 
(b) Some subsequence of { f,,> converges in the L, norm on each VI, (actually 
the convergence occurs in the uniform norm) to f. 
Proof. Let 
1 
N 
f”(x) = 1 aivAtiv ,4 
i=l i 
be a bounded sequence in the L, norm. By going to a subsequence we can, 
assume 
f@) = g&4 + h,(x), 
where g, and h, are both in F, where each ti, involved in the expression for g, 
goes to a limit point in T as v + co, and where each t,, in the expression 
for h, goes to a limit point not in T as v -+ co (we allow &co). We claim 
each of the two sequences {gV} and {h,} is bounded in the L, norm. For if we 
assume to the contrary, then for some subsequence, either l/g, II--+ co or 
I/ h, I/ + 00. Then by the triangle inequality and the fact { fv} are bounded we 
see the other sequence’s norm also becomes infinite. Thus in any event we 
can assume 
Hence fv/ll g, II - 0 in norm. By the repeated use of Lemma 1 and the fact 
the derivatives are linearly independent we can secure for a subsequence 
(which again we do not relabel) 
in the uniform norm where /I g I j = 1, and thus in our norm. Note {hJll g, 11) is 
also bounded in norm. Hence by hypothesis another refinement can be 
found so that 
hv(4 -+h(x)EF 
II gv II 
in the uniform norm over the prescribed sequence of closed sets. Thus 
g(x) + h(x) = 0 a.e., and by continuity g(x) + h(x) = 0. But this contradicts 
the hypothesis that h + 0 implies h # GN . The (gV} and {hy} are both then 
bounded in the L, norm. The technique needed to reach the desired conclu- 
sion is clear. i 
4”9/40/2-11 
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THEOREM 1. Each g ELJO, I] h as a best approximation in F under our basic 
assumptions. 
Proof. Let E = inffEF 11 g - f 11 . Clearly we can choose a sequence 
( fv> C F such that limv+m 11 g - fv jI = E. By Lemma 2 we can find a sequence 
of closed sets { Vk} where Vk C V,+, C [0, 11, uh- V, differs from [0, I] on a set 
of measure zero, and a subsequence of the (f”} which we do not relabel such 
that for some f EF convergence in norm occurs on each V, . Let 11 Ilk be the 
norm restricted to V, . Then 
Hence /j g -f // < E. But since f EF it follows that //g -f 11 = E. 1 
EXAMPLES 
We need the following definition in our discussion. 
DEFINITION. f E C2[0, l] is said to have property S if f @r(x) + 0 implies 
f c2)(x) has at most S zeros where S is some positive integer. 
The following Lemma will be helpful in showing certain families satisfy 
the assumptions stated in the last section. 
LEMMA 3. Let ( fk} C C2[0, I] satisfy 
(a) Each element of the sequence has property S; 
(b) There is a positive number L such that for all k, // fk 1) <L. 
Then there is a subsequence { fk} an d a nested sequence of closed sets { Vt} where 
V, C V,+l C [0, I], V, is the union of a finite number of closed intervals, and 
(J t V, dozers from [0, I] by a set of measure zero so that 
An f exists for which // f // < L and on each V’t , fk + f in the uniform norm. 
Proof. We can assume fL2’ + 0 for all k since if a subsequence exists 
where each function’s second derivative vanishes identically then certainly 
this subsequence is conditionally compact. Now by Rolle’s theorem and 
property S each fk can have at most S + 2 zeros, 
0 < x(k) < ,(k) < . . . < *(k) 
--.1\2 s+2 d 1. 
By the same reasoning f p) can have at most S + 1 zeros 
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and finallyfi2) can have at most S zeros, 
0 < P < P) < *.. < zi;k’ < 1. \1-.2---- 
Here, of course, in order to fill out each set of zeros we allow duplications. 
Now by going to a subsequence, which we do not relabel, we can secure the 
conditions: 
X!k) ---f x. 1 2 I i = I,..., s + 2, 
yl”’ -fyi > i = l,..., s + 1, 
pp) --f z. 2 2 > i=l s. ,..., 
For each positive integer t we will define a subsequence and a closed set F, 
where uniform convergence occurs. Then by employing the diagonal process 
we obtain the desired result. Toward this goal define 
Et = LO, 11 - Ii 
(J (xi - +, xi + +) u ( yi - f , yj + ;) 
j 
In order to simplify notation we assume t = 1 is the first t so that E, is 
nonempty. Clearly for large k, fk , f il), f i2) do not vanish on El . We 
can then choose a subsequence which we label { flk) so that if {f:‘,‘} and 
{f i”,‘} are the corresponding first and second derivatives, respectively, then 
each of these three sequences has a fixed sign on a typical interval [a, b] 
which form El . For example, assume fik(x) > 0, f i’,‘(x) > 0, f$(x) > 0 
on [a, b]. Let P(X) = lim sup fik(x). Then P(X) is monotone increasing. If 
P(c) = co for some c where a f c < b then this would contradict the fact 
that the fk were uniformly bounded in norm. Similarly, if 
Q(X) = lim sup f :1,‘(x), 
Q(X) < cc for a < x < b. Indeed, fik and f ii) are uniformly bounded in the 
uniform norm over a closed subset I’, of El where I’, consists of a finite 
number of closed intervals and I’, differs from El in measure by an amount 
less than l/t where t in this case is one. Now by Ascoli’s theorem a subse- 
quence of { fik} which we do not relabel converges to f in the uniform norm 
over V, where the norm off over VI is bounded by L. 
We proceed with the case t = 2 in a similar manner. We select a subse- 
quence { fzK} of { fik) and a closed subset V, (consisting of a finite number of 
closed intervals) of E2 where V, C V, and p(E2) - p(V2) < l/t where t = 2, 
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so thatf,, converges tof in the uniform norm. Note that again the norm off 
over V, is bounded by L. Continuing for each t we define a sequence (ftk}& 
and the corresponding closed set V, consisting of a finite number of closed 
intervals. The diagonal process applied to {ftk} yields the conclusion, 1 
We now give several examples of families which satisfy our assumptions. 
Our first family is the exponentials where 
y(t, x) = et+ 
and T = (-00, co). Assumptions (1) and (2) are clearly satisfied. We must 
verify (3) holds. It is sufficient to prove that if the sequence 
jh(x) = f uiiefirj 
i=l 
is bounded in the L, norm where for each limV+ac / ti, / = co, then a subse- 
quence exists for which on each of the desired closed sets, convergence to 
zero occurs in the uniform norm. From a classical result [l, p. 491, it follows 
that the family satisfies property S. Thus by Lemma 3 we can assume fv -+ f 
uniformly on each of the desired closed sets. If [a, 61 is a typical closed interval 
from the collection which form these closed sets, let Csm[u, b] be the set of 
infinitely differentiable functions which vanish outside a compact subset of 
(a, b). If we define the differential operators, 
then 
&f”(X) = 0, v = 1, 2,... . 
For $ E C,,“(a, b) integrating by parts, 
0 = j” VLLW CC4 dx = j” fd.4 TV* dx, a a 
where D,* is the adjoint of D, and 
Taking limits and applying the Lebesgue theorem, 
0 = j” f (4 dc4. a 
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Thus f(x) = 0 an assumption (3) is satisfied. We note d 
F = i P&(X) P : 5 (di + 1) < N , 
I i=l i=l i 
where P,*(X) is a polynomial of at most degree di . 
Our second example consists of the sum of rational functions. Specifically 
and T = (0, co). This example is somewhat different than the exponentials 
since the “contribution from / t 1 = co” is more than just the zero function 
and besides the limit points at infinity we have to consider the limit point 
t = 0. Obviously assumptions (1) and (2) are satisfied and the family satisfies 
property S. Consider a L, bounded sequence in F 
where (tiv> {hjy} are in T and for each i, limv+m / t, / = co and for each i, 
lim y+co hj, = 0. We can assume by Lemma 3 that on each of the closed inter- 
vals [a, b] which form the collection of closed sets,,f, converges uniformly tof. 
In order to show f is in the correct family we need the following result from 
differential equations which can be found in [2, Chap. 121. 
Let a,(x),..., a,(x) be (n + 1) infinitely differentiable functions associated 
with the differential operator D and its adjoint D* where 
D*#, = i (-1)” dk(;ik+) . 
k-0 
If J is some open interval and Com[fl represents the class of infinitely dif- 
ferentiable functions that vanish outside of some compact subset of J, then 
LEMMA 4. If q,(x) + 0 for x E 1, f is summable over J, and if for all 
+ E Co*EJl 
f .i 
f(D*+) dx = 0, 
then by redefining f over a set of measure zero it follows that f E: P[J] and 
furthermore Df = 0 on J. 
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We set 
Then Dyf,,(x) = 0 and thus by integrating by parts for each 4 E C,,“[a, 61 
= I )ucx, (Q*m)Y 
where 
Q” = (-l)k+m nl (+ + 1) fi (x + U s - 
ZY j=l 
Going to the limit, 
0 = jbf(4 (D*Wh 
a 
where 
D* =(-1)X+&& 
Thus by Lemma 4, 
where p(x) is a polynomial of at most degree m + K - 1. Note f(x) is the 
same rational function over each [a, b] since it is the limit of rational functions. 
Since f(x) is bounded in L,[O, 11, xm is a factor of p(x). Thus f(x) is a poly- 
nomial of degree at most K - 1. Since it is well known [3] that 
- 
F = I PM rI;=:=, (x + $1 ; k < N; ti > 0, degree ofp < N - 1 , 
we see that all the parts of assumption (3) are satisfied. 
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